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Kozhikode 
plane crash: SIT 
formed by Kerala 
police to probe incident

11 killed in re 
at Vijayawada 
hotel used as 
Covid facility

 
Abhishek Bachan
tests negative,
thanks hospital

With 64,399 New COVID 
Cases, India's Tally Reaches At 14,80,884

There are 6,28,747 active cases of the coronavirus disease
(COVID-19), comprising 29.20 per cent of the total caseload 
in the country.

With a record single-day spike of 64,399 cases, India's COVID-19 
tally zoomed past 21 lakh on Sunday, while the death toll climbed to 
43,379 with 861 more fatalities, the Health Ministry said. The 
number of recoveries surged to 14,80,884 with record 53,879 
more people recuperating in the past 24 hours, taking recovery rate 
to 68.78 per cent,. The case fatality rate has dropped 2.01 per 
cent, according to ministry data. There are 6,28,747 active cases of 
the coronavirus disease (COVID-19), comprising 29.20 per cent of 
the total caseload in the country. The total coronavirus cases have 
mounted to 21,53,010, it said. This is the third consecutive day that 
the COVID-19 cases have increased by more than 60,000. India 
had crossed the 20-lakh mark on Friday. As many as 7,19,364 
samples were tested on Saturday, the highest in a day so far. A total 
of 2,41,06,535 samples have been tested so far, according to the 
Indian Council of Medical Research. "India is performing around 
500 tests for detection of COVID-19 per minute and the per-day 
testing capacity has increased over ve lakhs," scientist and ICMR 
media coordinator Lokesh Sharma.

Death Toll In Lebanon Blast Rises To 
158

A total of 20 people are still listed missing

The number of those killed in Tuesday's huge blast in the 
port of Beirut has risen to 158 and over 6,000 have 
been injured, local media said on Saturday, citing the 
Lebanese Health Ministry. A total of 20 people are still 
listed missing, according to OTV. Late on Tuesday, a 
powerful blast shook port of Beirut, killing over 150 
people and injuring some 5,000, as well as causing 
major damage to a lot of the city's buildings. According 
to the authorities, the explosion was caused by 2,750 
tonnes of conscated ammonium nitrate stored for years 
in a port warehouse.

Mahinda Rajapaksa Sworn-In As Sri 
Lanka PM For Fourth Time

Mahinda Rajapaksa previously served as 
President of Sri Lanka from 2005 to 2015

Former Sri Lankan President Mahinda 
Rajapaksa on Sunday was sworn in as 
the Prime Minister for the fourth time, 
days after his party secured a landslide 
victory in the parliamentary elections. 
He took oath at the sacred Rajamaha 
Viharaya, a Buddhist temple in Kelaniya, 
a north Colombo suburb. His brother and 
President Gotabaya Rajapaksa was 
also present, The Daily Mirror reported. 
The swearing-in ceremony took place at 
9.32 am (local time).
Rajapaksa brothers' Sri Lanka Podujana 
Peramuna (SLPP) party secured a 
stunning victory in the country's 
parliamentary elections held on August 
5, winning 145 seats in the 225-member 
Parliament.
According to Colombo Page, the SLPP 
received 6,853,693 votes and secured 
128 electoral seats and with the 17 
national list members totalling 145 seats 
in the parliament although just shy of the 
two-thirds majority.

Beirut Blast: The 
Aftermath of 
the Lebanon Explosion - 
In Pics
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MESSAGE 
FROM DIRECTOR

possible during the pandemic. 

Dear Readers,

We always prioritize solutions to address psychological
challenges before teaching. We are trying hard to mobilize
available tools to connect schools, parents, teachers, students
and our well-wishers with each other. We want to ensure 
regular human interactions, enable social caring measures 
and address possible psychological challenges that students

‘The Beacon’ is considered to be disseminating medium
of  i n fo r ma t i on ,  news ,  v i ews ,  and  a  p la t fo r m  fo r  a 
con t i nuous  ow of  c reat iv i ty  and express ion  for  our 
students. It can help in creating the spirit of good will
and intuitive intelligence understanding among all of our stakeholders.
Let’s work together and proclaim, “It might be stormy now,

 

Director of Ravindra Educational Institutions

Sri.G.Pullaiah

I am pleased to know that Ridge School is launching 
their newspaper ‘The Beacon’ an exclusive newspaper
for children. Schools are also hubs of social activity
and human interactions. When schools are closed, 
many children and youth miss out social contact that
is essential to learning and development. Many of 
the strategies used to prevent academic slump like visiting
libraries or participating in learning-rich activities are not 

may face when they are isolated.

but rain doesn’t last forever”.

We shall overcome! Wish you all the best...

Follow us: 04www.ridgeschools.org



MESSAGE 
FROM CEO

Dear Readers,

Sri.G.Gopinath
Chief Executive Ofcer of

 Ridge School

What you really want for 
yourself is always trying to
break through ,  ju s t  as  a 
cooling breeze ows through
an open window on a hot day.
Your part is to open the windows
of your mind. -Vernon Howard

Kids develop skills the way builders build a house. They 
start with the foundation. What gets built on that foundation
at different stages of development determines what the 
house looks like and how to get from room to room. School is 
the foremost fountain of knowledge children are exposed to. Schools 
give them a sea of opportunities to acquire knowledge
in various elds such as people, events, literature, history, politics and 
other numerous subjects. The child’s world and existence becomes vast.

 
But, it was quite unexpected for all of us when schools had to be closed
temporarily. The COVID-19 pandemic has affected educational systems
worldwide. Now, we are exploring ways and platforms that schools and teachers 
can be use to reach learners remotely and limit the disruption of education

  and psychological well being.

It is in this direction we have come up with ‘The Beacon’, an exclusive
newspaper for children to throw light on novel ways of learning. 
I am sure ‘The Beacon’ can became an open window for kids to look
at the world.

Follow us: 05www.ridgeschools.org



Warmest congratulations on
your well-deserved success...

Afliated to CBSE, New Delhi

Afliated No : 130405

Ridgians are riding high in CBSE 
10th EXAMS - 2020 

G. SAI GANESH SANTOSH
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Important Days in August 2020
1 August - National Mountain Climbing Day 
and Yorkshire Day
4 August (First Sunday of August) - 
Friendship Day and U.S. Coast Guard Day
6 August - Hiroshima Day
9 August - Quit India Movement Day
9 August - Nagasaki Day
9 August - Day of the World’s Indigenous 
Peoples
12 August - International Youth Day
13 August - International Lefthanders Day
14  August - Youm-e-Azadi (Pakistan 
Independence Day)
15 August - Independence Day (India)
15 August - National Day of mourning 
(Bangladesh)
16 August- Bennington Battle Day
17 August - Indonesian Independence Day
19 August - World Photography Day
19 August-World Humanitarian Day
20 August - World Mosquito Day 
20 August - Sadbhavana Divas

 
 

21 August -World Senior Citizen’s 
Day
23 August - International Day for 
the Remembrance of the Slave 
Trade and its Abolition
26 August - Women's Equality Day
29 August - National Sports Day
30 August - Small Industry Day
31 August - Hari Merdeka 
(Malaysia National Day)

Follow us: 07www.ridgeschools.org



With a new school year beckoning, many of our schools in India start 
with“remote learning” while developing a school-based plan. The shift that has 
taken place in education sector was unprecedented and we were not 
prepared for facing the new challenges.

We are living amidst what is potentially one of the greatest threats to global 
education. The COVID-19 pandemic is causing 188 countries to impose 
country-wide school closures, affecting more than 1.6 billion children and 
youth. More than two-thirds of countries have introduced a national distance 
platform, but among low-income countries the share is only 30 percent. Before 
this crisis, almost one-third of the world’s young people were already digitally 
excluded.

Learning from home can be lonely without the buzz of the class-room setting 
and the company of their peers. Many students will nd that they miss school 
when the alternative is to be desk-based at home. ‘Hope is our comfort in 
adversity’. Also, adversity makes a man wise. Adversity doesn’t build 
character, it reveals it. Thus, as students, parents, teachers & administrators all 
of us should convince ourselves that we are committed to positive learning 
experiences, whether online or in school. In this uncertain environment. It’s 
important that our children continue with  their learning.

In Ridge School, we are providing access to expert faculty, best practices and 
other online learning resources for people who are learning, teaching or 
working remotely. Far-seeing vision of the management could envisage 
updated methodology and practices of teaching and learning remotely. We 
didn’t wait for anything, but started alternative planning and strategy as early 
as in April itself. There’s profound care, help and information provided to the  
faculty and students who may be new to virtual teaching and learning.

The model is currently the best alternative as keeping schools open during 
pandemic causes a safety risk. Although the home -learning programme of the 
school is highly benecial and good alternative, it still requires some getting 
used to by students, as it is a novel concept and not many are experienced by 
them.

Parents serve as a coach for their children and have to support through their 
learning process. They have to setup a designated study space and help their 
children build a schedule. They can build a mutually beneting relationship 
with their child’s teachers and can constantly encourage and motivate the child. 
It helps the child to think out of the box and become an independent learner. 
The teachers should not only make sure to channelize the focus of learners 
toward key concept and ideas but also should become a spark that creates the 
desire to learn in our students.

This is a situation that has taken all of us by surprise. The way out from the 
problem is only through our understanding of the situation.

Follow us: 08www.ridgeschools.org

Experts are of the opinion that the impact of lost school time will hurt the 
economy for 65 years, unless the school authorities, teachers and parents 
together are ready to make it for the lost time.

The supreme court recently said, “In war, you do not make soldiers unhappy 
to travel extra mile and channel some extra money to address their 
grievances”. The court was, of course, speaking about paying salaries to 
our doctors who are ‘soldiers’ in our war against corona virus.

We speak very high about our gurus (teachers) as the builders of our 
nation. Their grievances during this pandemic cannot be treated with 
inadvertance. “Teaching is not charity work. It  is a professional career and 
should be respected and treated as such”.

The stress and uncertainty caused by the pandemic has taken its toll on 
parents too. Despite this, many parents feel that the teachers are working  
full time, regular classes are happening online, the staff needs to be paid 
salaries too. Their generous gesture can only be a sigh of relief for 
teachers.

The central government says that the centre will not allow this to be “Zero 
academic year”- without any teaching or examinations. The government 
has also indicated that they hoped to conduct exams by the end of session. 
Thus, learning has to be continued...

We hope for those good 
days to be back again.

Written by:
Rajendran

Principal
Ridge School

“In order to 
create an 
engaging 
learning 
experience, 
the role of 
instructor is 
optional, but 
the role of 
learner is 
essential.”

"Online learning is not the next big thing, 
it is the now big thing.” 

Click here for video
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International Lefthanders Day is observed every year on 
August 13 to celebrate the uniqueness of left-handed people. 
The day was rst observed in 1976 by Dean R Campbell, 
founder of the Lefthanders International, Inc.
Last handers face struggles in guring out scissors, seating, 
eating and writing among other things as everything is made 
for right-handed people.
Why is International Left Handers Day celebrated?
International Left Handers Day is celebrated to 
raise awareness of  the advantages and 
disadvantages of  being left-handed in a 
predominantly right-handed world.
Famous left handers
Barack Obama
Bill Gates
Mark Zuckerberg
Prince William
Angelina Jolie
Lady Gaga
Oprah Winfrey
Marie Curie
Albert Einstein
Hellen Keller
Lewis Carroll
Leonardo Da Vinci
Aristotle
Amitabh Bachchan
Sachin Tendulkar 
Facts about left handers
1.About 10 per cent of the people worldwide are 
left handers.
2. Left handers use the right side of their brain 
more and thus, they are more inclined towards art 
and creativity.

3.Left-handed people are known to be smarter 
than right-handed people.
4.As per research, the connection between the left 
and right sides of the brain is better in lef handers.
5.Left handers have better underwater vision than 
right handers.

International Lefthanders 
Day

AUG 13 

R u s s i a  s ay s  i t s  c o v i d  va c c i n e 
recommended for 18 to 60 years old, as 
of now:

Clinical trials for the vaccine were carried out on a group of 
volunteers aged from 18 to 60 years, says a Russian health ofcial
A top Russian health experts that its new coronavirus vaccine is 
recommended to be used for individuals aged from 18 to 60 as of 
now. The health expert said more clinical studies are needed for 
older people and expects it to be done during post-registration 
clinical trials.
"In Russia, it is customary to certify [vaccines for] children from birth 
to 18 years old; adults from 18 to 60 years old; and older people 
— over 60 years old. Clinical studies have now been carried out on 
a group of volunteers aged from 18 to 60 years old. Thus, this 
vaccine is now indicated for use in people from 18 to 60 years old", 
Vladimir Bondarev, the head of the Russian Health Ministry's 
Scientic Centre for Expert Evaluation of Medicinal Products, said, 
according to Sputnik news agency.
However, Alexander Gintsburg, the director of the Gamaleya 
Scientic Research Institute of Epidemiology and Microbiology 
which developed the vaccine, said that he was vaccinated and he 
felt good, the news agency reported. He is in his late 60s.
Russian health minister Mikhail Murashko had earlier said that the 
rst batch of covid vaccines will ready in two weeks and would 
administered to people, including doctors, on a voluntary basis. "The 
rst packages of the medical vaccine against the coronavirus 
infection will be received within the next two weeks, primarily for 
doctors," he said.
Russian President Vladimir Putin announced on Tuesday that Russia 
had become the rst country to grant regulatory approval to a 
coronavirus vaccine after less than two months of human testing.
Russia said that Phase 1 and 2 clinical trials of the vaccine, dubbed 
Sputnik V, had been completed on August 1, 2020. "All the 
volunteers are feeling well, no unforeseen or unwanted side effects 
were observed. The vaccine induced strong antibody and cellular 
immune response. Not a single participant of the current clinical 
trials got infected with COVID-19 after being administered with the 
vaccine," says the Sputnik vaccine website.



Lessons from 1918 Spanish u:
 When mask laws triggered protests in US

Then, as today, an intense debate had 
ensued over the utility and convenience of 
wearing masks. Citizens neglected the 
ordinance, showed deance, and some 
also organised protests.
In 1918, when Americans were busy 
aiding the Allied powers in the First World 
War that was raging across Europe, they 
were beset at home by a deadly inuenza 
epidemic. The Spanish inuenza is 
recorded to have killed ten times more 
Americans than were killed by German 
bombs and bullets in the war.
The Spanish u arrived in America at a 
time when mass transportation, mass 
consumption and warfare had opened up 
public spaces, where infectious diseases 
cou ld  spread .  One of  t he  mos t 
widespread and devastating epidemics 
of the 20th century, the u had also 
arrived at a time when medicine had 
advanced by leaps and bounds. Historian 
Nancy Tomes, in her article, ‘“Destroyer 
and Teacher”: Managing the Masses 
During the 1918–1919 Inuenza 
Pandemic’, explained how the inuenza 
epidemic of 1918 was “simple to 
understand, but difcult to control.”
The u was rst reported in March 1918, 
at an army base in Kansas where close to 
100 soldiers had been infected. Within a 
week, the number of cases grew ve times. 
As thousands of soldiers deployed for the 
war moved across the Atlantic, the u 
spread with them. Local authorities rolled 
out a large number of measures to control 
its spread including shutting down of 
schools, banning public gatherings, no 
spitting, and the like. The one measure that 
turned into a point of debate, was the 
mandatory wearing of masks. Then, as 
today, an intense debate had ensued over 
the utility and convenience of wearing 
masks. Citizens neglected the ordinance, 
showed deance,  and some also 
organised protests that like today, were 
politically motivated.

Mandatory masks for all – 
A rst time law during the 
Spanish u
The practice of covering nose and mouth 
as a sanitary practise is traced back to 
early modern Europe. During the spread 

of the Bubonic plague, doctors wore a 
beak-shaped mask lled with perfume.
The reason behind wearing this mask 
was the belief that contagious diseases 
spread through noxious pollutants in the 
air or miasma. Perfume-lled masks 
were believed to be capable of 
protecting those wearing it. This practise 
though, began to die out by the 18th 
century.
The use of face masks, as is done today, 
can be traced back to the 1880s when a 
group of surgeons devised a strategy to 
stop germs from entering wounds. 
Johann Mikulicz, head of the surgery 
department at the University of Breslau 
(now Wroclaw, Poland), started wearing 
a face mask which he described as “a 
piece of gauze tied by two strings to the 
cap, and sweeping across the face so as 
to cover the nose and mouth and beard.” 
“The face mask stood for a strategy of 
infection control that focused on keeping 
all germs away, as opposed to killing 
them with chemicals,” wrote biologist 
Bruno J Strasser and historian Thomas 
Schlich in their research paper, ‘A history 
of the medical mask and the rise of 
throwaway culture’.
But till the inuenza epidemic of 1918-
19, the use of face masks was restricted 
to the connes of the operating room. 
The Spanish u ushered in a new era in 
the history of face masks, when for the 
rst time, doctors, patients as well as 
residents in America were asked to wear 
the mask outside their homes.

Mandating the mask – A patriotic act
Mask wearing rules rst came up in the 
Western states. By the end of fall of 
1918, seven cities of the USA had come 
up with mandatory mask laws including 
San Francisco, Seattle, Oakland, 
Sacramento, Denver, Indianapolis and 
Pasadena, California. It was San 
Francisco, however, that was at the 
forefront of the mask laws.
On October 18, the city’s health ofcer, 
Dr. William C. Hassler ordered all 
barbers to wear masks when in contact 
with their customers, and asked clerks 
who came in contact with the general 
public to wear them as well. In the 
following days he added hotel and 
bank employees, chemists, store clerks 
and anyone else serving the public to 
the list. Citizens too were mandated to 
wear masks in public. The ‘mask 
ordinance’ of October 22, made San 
Francisco the rst city mandating the 
use of face masks which had four 
layers. The city was soon referred to as 
the ‘masked city’.
Since America at that time was still 
ghting the war, local authorities 
framed measures to control the spread 
of the disease with a touch of 
patriotism. The orders were given the 
impression of protecting the troops 
from the outbreak. Consequently, a 
Red Cross public service announcement 
stated- “The man or woman or child 
who will not wear a mask now is a 
dangerous slacker.” 

Follow us: 10www.ridgeschools.org
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‘To mask or not to mask’- Resistance 
and enforcement
As in 2020, the ordinance to wear masks in 1918 too saw 
rm resistance from several Americans. Consequently, 
violators of mask laws were ned $5 or $10, or were put 
under 10 days of imprisonment.
Writing in the BBC magazine website, History Extra, 
professor E Thomas Ewing explained that most violations 
of mask ordinances resulted from “ indifference, 
ignorance, or convenience.” “In San Francisco, most of the 
110 arrested on the rst day had masks around their 
necks, which suggests their refusal was more about 
convenience than principled opposition to the rules,” he 
wrote.
There were also those who claimed that the masks were 
detrimental to their safety. Ewing provided an anecdote 
of a mechanic at Tucson, Arizona, who admitted to not 
wearing a mask, claiming “it was not safe to do so, as it 
would have interfered with his vision and rendered 
himself liable to injury from the machine.” At Santa 
Barbara, California, a physician, Dr. J. Clifford 
responded to his arrest by stating that he did not believe 
in using the mask since it did not do anything to control the 
spread of the epidemic.
In November 1918, residents of San Francisco were 
allowed to remove their masks as their health department 
announced the epidemic was over. The city celebrated 
with utmost joy. “Waiters, barkeeps and others bared 
their faces. Drinks were on the house. Ice cream shops 
handed out treats. The sidewalks were strewn with gauze, 
the “relics of a torturous month,” wrote journalist Christine 
Hauser, in an article in the New York Times.
The celebrations were short lived though, since within 
weeks the number of inuenza cases spiked again, and in 
December 1918, the mask ordinance was reinstated. 
Responding to this imposition, a self-styled ‘anti-mask’ 
league was created. “The same people who celebrated 
their bare-faced “liberation” when allowed to remove 
face masks in November 1918, now organized protests 
against the return of this public health measure,” wrote 
medical historian, Brain Dolan, in his article, ‘Unmasking 
History: Who Was Behind the Anti-Mask League Protests 
During the 1918 Inuenza Epidemic in San Francisco?’
The rst thing the group did was to call for a public 
meeting with the intention of distributing petitions asking 
for the dismissal of city health ofcer, William Hassler 
and threatening Mayor Rolph with recall if he did not 
comply with the demands of citizens.

A century later, when San Francisco mayor, London Breed 
ordered the city’s residents to “wear face coverings in essential 
businesses, in public facilities, on transit and while performing 
essential work,” a heated debate ensued once again on the 
efcacy and feasibility of masks. Unsurprisingly, the city’s 
eventful history with mask laws is being studied for lessons. Dolan 
explained the lessons from the comparison – “As with this 
historical example, we see that enforcing complete compliance of 
a measure which radically alters social behavior overnight is 
near impossible. However, the attempts to persuade the majority 
to comply today appear to yield better results than in the past in 
controlling the spread of disease. That is where we may take 
comfort in not looking like the past.”

Follow us: 11www.ridgeschools.org

Dolan suggested that the 
‘anti mask’ league was more 
politically motivated than 
medically. The president of 
the league, E.C. Harrington, 
along with other important 
members,  had pol i t i cal 
motivations behind calling for 
the resignation of Rolph.
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  NEWS
Inside Rana Daggubati and Miheeka Bajaj’s wedding

Inside Rana Daggubati and Miheeka 
Bajaj’s wedding - Aug 09th 2020

Rana Daggubati is no more the most eligible bachelor in the Telugu 
lm fraternity. On Saturday night, the 35-year-old handsome hunk 
tied the knot with his ancé Miheeka Bajaj in a close-knit wedding 
ceremony organised at the Ramanaidu Studios in Hyderabad. 
Keeping with the protocols warranted by the prevailing pandemic, 
sanitiser stands, face masks and disinfectant tunnels were installed at 
the venue and social distancing norms were followed. The glittering 
ceremony was attended by the couple’s family members and a few 
friends from lm circles. Samantha Akkineni, Naga Chaitanya, Allu 
Arjun, Ram Charan and Upasana have made it to the starry 
celebration. The whole street leading upto the Ramanaidu Studios 
and the wedding venue was cordoned off by security personnel.
Rana Daggubati and Miheeka Bajaj got married on August 8 in 
Hyderabad. The wedding was a grand yet intimate affair with only 
close friends and family members in attendance. The wedding took 
place in Rama Naidu Studios in Hyderabad.

Mahesh Babu, on the occasion of his birthday, 
decided to plant trees. He treated fans to a beautiful video and also 
challenged Jr NTR and Shruti Haasan to take part in the Green India 
Challenge.
There is an array of ways to celebrate one's birthday. And even 
though the best way might mean different things to different people, 
it's almost a given that a green birthday is one of the most loved ways 
to celebrate special occasions. The same is the case for the much-
loved actor, Mahesh Babu, who celebrates his birthday today. 
Keeping his special day a low-prole one, the actor marked the 
occasion by planting saplings in his backyard. Sharing a video of the 
same, the actor further challenged his friends and colleauges, Jr NTR, 
Vijay and Shruti Haasan to participate in the Green India Challenge. 
He treated fans to a glimpse of his birthday celebration and 
alongside it, he wrote, "There couldn't be a better way to celebrate 
my birthday #GreenIndiaChallenge� �I pass this on to @jrntr, 
Vijay & @shrutzhaasan. Let the chain continue and transcend 
boundaries I request all of you to support the cause. One step towards 
a greener world!� Thanks to @mpsantoshtrs garu for taking the 
initiative. #HaraHaiTohBharaHai." Aug 09th 2020.

Mahesh Babu goes green on his birthday; plants trees, challenges 
Jr NTR, Vijay, Shruti Haasan



T i k T o k  t o  s u e  T r u m p 
administration as soon as 
Tuesday: Report
TikTok plans to le a federal lawsuit as soon as 
Tuesday to challenge President Donald Trump’s 
executive order banning the video-sharing 
service from the U.S. as unconstitutional, National 
Public Radio reported.
TikTok plans to le a federal lawsuit as soon as 
Tuesday to challenge President Donald Trump’s 
executive order banning the video-sharing 
service from the U.S. as unconstitutional, National 
Public Radio reported.
The lawsuit will be led in the U.S. District Court 
for the Southern District of California, where 
TikTok’s American operations are based, NPR 
said, citing a person familiar with the matter 
whom it didn’t identify. It will argue that the 
president’s action is unconstitutional because it 
failed to give the company a chance to respond 
and that the U.S. government’s national-security 
justication for the order is baseless, according 
the report.
Chinese-owned TikTok responded in a blog post 
on Friday it is “shocked" and will pursue all 
remedies available, including in U.S. courts. A 
company spokesman reached by phone on 
Saturday declined to comment on the NPR report 
and referred to the earlier blog post.
Trump signed executive orders on Thursday 
prohibiting U.S. residents and companies from 
doing business with TikTok and Tencent Holdings’ 
WeChat apps, effective in 45 days, citing the 
national-security risk of leaving Americans’ 
personal data exposed.
Trump made the order under a 1977 law that 
lets the U.S. president declare a national 
emergency in response to an “unusual and 
extraordinary threat," allowing him to block 
transactions and seize assets.
Thepesident is stepping up his campaign against 
China, betting that a hard line will help him win 
November’s election despite upsetting millions of 
younger TikTok users.
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Brazil makes grim milestone - 100,000 

deaths from COVID-19

The nation of 210 million people has been 
reporting an average of more than 1,000 daily 
deaths from the pandemic since late May and 
reported 905 for the latest 24-hour period.
Brazil surpassed a grim milestone of 100,000 
deaths from COVID-19 on Saturday night, and 
ve months after the rst reported case the 
country has not shown signs of crushing the 
disease.
The nation of 210 million people has been 
reporting an average of more than 1,000 daily 
deaths from the pandemic since late May and 
reported 905 for the latest 24-hour period.
The Health Ministry said there had been a total 
of 3,012,412 conrmed infections with the new 
coronavirus — death and infection tolls second 
only to the United States. And as in many nations, 
experts believe that both numbers are severe 
undercounts due to insufcient testing.
In a tribute to COVID-19 victims Saturday 
morning, the non-governmental group Rio de 
Paz placed crosses on the sand on the famed 
Copacabana beach and released 1,000 red 
balloons into the sky.
“It’s very sad. Those 100,000 represent various 
families, friends, parents, children,” said Marcio 
do Nascimento Silva, a 56-year-old taxi driver 
who lost his children in the pandemic and joined 
the tribute.



I would like to know from when being Indian is 
equal to knowing Hindi, Kanimozhi tweeted with 
the hashtag 'hindiimposition’.
Chennai/New Delhi: DMK MP Kanimozhi on 
Sunday alleged that a CISF ofcial asked her if 
"she was an Indian" as she could not speak Hindi, 
prompting the paramilitary force to respond 
saying appropriate action will be taken. The 
incident is understood to have taken place when 
Kanimozhi was at the Chennai international 
airport to take a ight to Delhi. "Today at the 
airport a CISF ofcer asked me if 'I am an Indian' 
when I asked her to speak to me in Tamil or 
English as I did not know Hindi," Kanimozhi, who 
is also the DMK's women's wing secretary, said 
on her ofcial Twitter account.
"I would like to know from when being Indian is 
equal to knowing Hindi," she tweeted with the 
hashtag "hindiimposition." The Central Industrial 
Security Force (CISF) sought details from her 
soon after. "Warm greetings from @CISFHQrs. 
We sincerely acknowledge your unpleasant 
experience. Kindly DM journey details; name of 
airport, location, date, and time of the incident 
for appropriate action in the matter," the CISF 
tweeted.According to party sources, the incident 
occurred in Chennai when the MP was at the 
airport to board a Delhi ight in the afternoon. 
She has reached the national capital and she 
will be there for a few more days and has 
ofcial engagements. Kanimozhi is the member 
of Parliament from Thoothukkudi in Tamil Nadu. 
The CISF is the national civil aviation security 
force and it provides counter-terrorist and anti-
sabotage cover to 64 such facilities in the 
country at present.
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PM Modi to present new outline for a 
self-reliant India on 15 Aug: Rajnath 

NEW DELHI : Prime Minister Narendra Modi will 
present a new outline for a self-reliant India in his 
address to the nation from the ramparts of the Red Fort 
on August 15, Defence Minister Rajnath Singh said on 
Sunday. The defence minister said various departments 
and ministries of the government are working seriously 
to implement Modi's initiative for a self-reliant India 
and that it is an attempt to give a fresh dimension to 
Mahatma Gandhi's push for 'Swadeshi'.Singh was 
speaking at an online event organised to pay tributes to 
revolutionary freedom ghter Udham Singh.Talking 
about the 'Atmanirbhar' initiative, the defence minister 
said that the coronavirus pandemic has shown that a 
country may not be able to effectively protect its 
sovereignty if it is not self-reliant."Our government will 
not allow any harm to India's self respect and 
sovereignty at any cost," he said."Prime Minister 
Narendra Modi will present before the nation a new 
outline for a self-reliant India in his address from the 
ramparts of the Red Fort on the Independence Day," 
Singh said.Referring to the defence ministry's decision 
to ban import of 101 military weapons and platforms, 
Singh said major and tough decisions are being taken 
to promote self-reliance in defence production.He said 
big weapons systems will now be produced in India and 
the country will look for their export to make it a hub for 
defence manufacturing.

CISF ofcial asked me if I am Indian as 
I don't know Hindi: DMK MP Kanimozhi

News
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More than 100 people were killed, around 
4000 injured with both numbers likely to rise. 
Meanwhile, hundreds of people are reported 
missing and hundreds of thousands displaced by 
the explosion.
Once a beautiful port city, now stands destroyed 
due to the deadly impact of the explosion. Many 
Maxar satellite photos, some of which capture 
sites in Beirut before and after the blast, have 
gone viral on social media, showing the 
extensive damage and destruction caused.

Beirut Blast: The Aftermath of 
the Lebanon Explosion - In Pics

A picture shows the scene of an 
explosion near the port in Lebanon's 

capital Beirut on August 4, 2020



The Kerala police on Sunday constituted a Special 
Investigation Team to probe the Air India Express crash at 
nearby Karipur international airport on 18 passengers, 
including the pilot and co-pilot.
Malappuram: The Kerala police on Sunday constituted a 
Special Investigation Team to probe the Air India Express 
crash at nearby Karipur international airport on 18 
passengers, including the pilot and co-pilot. The 30-
member team will be headed by Malappuram 
Additional Superintendent of Police G Sabu, a 
government release said. Police said a case has been 
registered under various provisions of the Aircraft Act 
and Indian Penal Code sections 337, 338 and 304 A, 
based on the statement by one of the CISF personnel 
who was on Airport Periphery security duty near the site 
that day. Section 337 of IPC deals with causing hurt to 
any person by doing any act so rashly or negligently as 
to endanger human life, or the personal safety of others. 
Section 338 deals with causing grievous hurt by act 
endangering life or personal safety of others, while 304 
A deals with causing death by negligence. Eighteen 
people were killed and scores injured when the AIEight 
from Dubai with 190 on board overshot the table 
toprunway while landing in heavy rains and fell into a 
valley 35 feet below and broke into two portions on 
Friday night. At least 14 passengers of the ill-
fated Air India Express remain critical at various 
hospitals, Malappuram District Collector K 
Gopalakrishnan said. Till now, 49 passengers 
have been discharged from hospitals. Air India 
Express on Sunday said that the mortal remains 
of the 16 passengers who lost their lives in the 
crash had been handed over to their families.
The body of pilot-in command Deepak Vasanth 
was own from Cochin to Mumbai and his funeral 
will take place on Tuesday, an Air India ofcial 
said.
Co-pilot Akhilesh Kumar was cremated on 
Sunday at his home town in Mathura.
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An earthquake which measured 4.1 on the Richter Scale 
hit Eastern Xizang-India Border Region. The 
earthquake was felt at 2:20 pm on Sunday. This was 
informed by the National Center for Seismology 
(NCS).here was no report of casualties or damage to 
properties.

Fate of exams based on court 
decision: Sabitha
Several students and parents eagerly took up the issues 
pertaining to conducting exams such as EAMCET, undergraduate 
and post-graduate courses etc with IT and Industries Minister KT 
Rama Rao during his #AskKTR interactive session.
Hyderabad: Education Minister P Sabitha Indra Reddy on 
Sunday reiterated that the State government had already 
decided to postpone or cancel most of the exams held within its 
purview in the wake of Covid-19 pandemic. She said the fate of 
other exams or announcement of results would be decided 
based on the decisions of the courts where some cases were 
pending in this regard. Several students and parents eagerly 
took up the issues pertaining to conducting exams such as 
EAMCET, undergraduate and post-graduate courses apart from 
other streams of education with IT and Industries Minister KT 
Rama Rao during his #AskKTR interactive session on the social 
media here. The Minister, in turn, took up these issues with the 
Education Minister. Responding to the tweets, Sabitha Indra 
Reddy said the Covid-19 pandemic had rufed the entire world 
and every human was suffering in one way or the other, more so 
the students. “We in Telangana State took a decision to postpone 
or cancel most of the exams in our purview. Other exams or 
results to be conducted are under the jurisdiction of the courts or 
a decision is yet to be taken. We assure you we are empathetic 
towards the plight of the students and right decision will be taken 
keeping your future in mind,” she assured.

Kozhikode plane crash: SIT formed by 
Kerala police to probe incident

AIR INDIA PLANE ACCIDENT Earthquake hit eastern 
Xizang-India border region

News



Under the HOG system electricity supply to run fans, lights, 
ACs and other on-board equipment on coaches are 
powered by electric locomotive without need of running 
diesel generator.

Indian Railways' NCR zone is using HOG technology in 16 out 
of total 17 primary LHB rakes and saving 75,000 liters 
diesel annually. Power couplers connecting each LHB coach is 
also connected to locomotive and ensures electricity supply 
to run fans, lights, ACs and other on-board equipment. Indian 
Railways in a bid to reduce its dependency on fossil fuel has 
started to equip its Linke Hofmann Busch(LHB) coaches with 
'Head on Generation' (HOG) system. Under the HOG system 
electricity supply to run fans, lights, ACs and other on-board 
equipment on coaches are powered by electric locomotive 
without need of running diesel generator. With reduced 
requirement of on-board diesel generate set, released 
space in power car cum guard van can be used for making 
compartment for differently abled person and additional 
space for parcel. Such coaches are already under 
manufacture by railway coach factories and expected in 
service very soon. However for power supply arrangement in 
HOG rake from locomotive it is utmost important that HOG 
system of rake and locomotive are fully functional and free 
from defect to avoid any detention and inconvenience to 
passengers. Since locomotive and coaching rakes are 
maintained at different locations hence combined testing of 
HOG system is possible only when locomotive is attached to 
rake and in case of any defect chances of train getting late 
increases. Indian Railways' Electric locomotive shed Kanpur 
has now come up with an innovative solution to overcome this 
constraint.North Central Railway zone is using HOG 
technology in 16 out of total 17 primary LHB rakes and 
saving 75,000 liters diesel annually through reduced running 
of diesel generator sets. Similarly,41 locomotives of North 
Central railway are tted with HOG convertor to cater all 
HOG rakes in different primary train on NCR including 
Prayagraj Express, Shramshakti Express, Humsafar Express, 
Shatabdi Express, Chambal Express,etc.

Indian Railways xes major 
constraint in running trains 
with HOG technology

India ination likely 
edged up in July on 
higher food prices: 
Poll
The August 6-10 Reuters poll of over 45 economists 
showed Indian retail ination rose to 6.15 per cent last 
month from 6.09 per cent in June.
India's retail ination edged up slightly in July due to 
higher food prices, remaining rmly above the RBI's 
medium-term target of 4 per cent for a 10th straight 
month, a Reuters poll showed.Food prices, which account 
for nearly half the ination basket, have soared since April 
due to supply-side disruptions caused by a nationwide 
lockdown imposed to contain the spread of the coronavirus 
which has infected more than 2 million people and killed 
over 44,000 in the world's second-most populous 
country.While the central government gradually eased 
restrictions in June, regional lockdowns in some major 
agricultural producing states continued to disrupt supplies 

of essential perishables like fruits and vegetables.The 
August 6-10 Reuters poll of over 45 economists showed 
Indian retail ination rose to 6.15 per cent last month from 
6.09 per cent in June.Forecasts for the data, scheduled to 
be released on Aug 12 at 1200 GMT, ranged from 5.00 
per cent to 6.55 per cent."We see July CPI ination to be 
steady above the Reserve Bank of India's 6 per cent policy 
limit. Food remained a dominant ination driver but high 
utility and transport costs also contributed," said Prakash 
Sakpal, Asia economist at ING.The government suspended 
the release of CPI ination headline numbers for April and 
May due to insufcient data during the lockdown.The RBI 
kept interest rates on hold last week after reducing the 
repo rate by a total of 115 basis points since February - 
despite a recent rise in retail consumer prices - but said it 
would ensure ination remains within target.According to 
the RBI's latest survey, household ination expectations for 
the three-month and one-year horizons rose to over 10 per 
cent in July, suggesting Asia's third-largest economy could 
enter a period of stagation - a phase with lofty ination, 
high unemployment and stagnant demand."With ination 
expected to remain elevated on supply side disruptions, 
we think a rate cut is more probable in December," said 
Rini Sen, India economist at ANZ."We expect food prices to 
abate likely from September onwards, once the rabi crop 
(summer harvest) enters the market."Monsoon rains, which 
are critical for farm output and economic growth, are 
expected to be 104 per cent of a long-term average in 
August and September, indicating bumper harvests and 
helping to alleviate the economic damage caused by the 
coronavirus pandemic.
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Flight Lieutenant Gunjan Saxena (born 1975) is an 
Indian Air Force (IAF) ofcer and former helicopter pilot. She joined the 
IAF in 1994, is a 1999 Kargil War veteran and the rst woman Shaurya 
Chakra awardee. She is the only woman to be part of the Kargil War, 
making her the rst woman IAF ofcer to go to war. She is the rst of two 
women along with Srividya Rajan from the IAF to enter a war zone ying 
Cheetah helicopters. One of her main roles during the Kargil War was to 
evacuate the wounded from Kargil, transport supplies and assist in 
surveillance. She would go on to be part of operations to evacuate over 
900 troops, both injured and dead, from Kargil. In 2004, after serving as 
a pilot for seven years, her career as a helicopter pilot ended; the 
concept of permanent commission for women was not there during her 
time. The 2020 Bollywood movie Gunjan Saxena: The Kargil Girl is inspired by 
her life. Gunjan Saxena was born in Lucknow into an Army family.  Her father, Lt 
Col (retired) Ashok Kumar Saxena, and brother both served in the Indian Army. 
Saxena graduated from Hansraj College, University of Delhi in New Delhi with 
a Bachelor of Science degree in Physics and then joined the Delhi Flying Club at 
Safdarjung Airport. She was among a group of 25 women who joined the IAF in 
1994. This was the rst batch of women air force trainees for the IAF. In her 
batch amongst the six female trainees was Srividya Rajan, who would also go 
on to y a Cheetah in a combat zone. Saxena's rst posting was in Udhampur, as 
part of the 132 Forward Area Control (FAC), where she had to face many 
gender based challenges like adapting to makeshift changing rooms until new 
ones were built for women. However she recalls that the male pilots accepted 
the situation faster than she expected.
Flying Ofcer Gunjan Saxena was 25 years old when she ew during the Kargil 
War and stationed in Srinagar. In the Kargil War, as part of Operation Vijay, 
apart from evacuating the wounded, she helped in transporting supplies to 
troops in the forward areas of Dras and Batalik. She also was assigned 
surveillance roles such as mapping enemy positions. She had to deal with 
makeshift landing grounds, heights of 13,000 to 18,000 feet and enemy re. 
She was one of the ten pilots, the only female pilot, based in Srinagar that ew 
hundreds of sorties during the war, evacuating over 900 injured casualties 
including those killed from Kargil. Gunjan Saxena was the only woman in the 
Indian Armed Forces who served in the Kargil War. In 2004, her career as a 
helicopter pilot ended after serving as a pilot for seven years. The concept of 
permanent commission was not there during her time. Her husband Wing 
Commander Gautam Narain is an Indian Air Force pilot. Commander Narain is 
an exceptional and motivating ofcer who also served in National Defense 
Academy as an instructor and gave the armed forces hundreds of well trained 
ofcers. They have one daughter who was born in 2004.

Gunjan Saxena: The Kargil Girl Review: Where 
no (Indian) woman's gone before.
The girl has a dream (to y). The dad is there to 
see it fullled. It's only when she's in the Air 
Force, ying high, having broken a real ceiling 
that she's up against an impenetrable wall. 
These are men (led condently by actor Vineet 
Kumar Singh), who cannot deal with a woman in 
their base.
Rating: ***1/2
Director: Sharan Sharma

Click here for video
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Modi launches optical bre link 
between Chennai and Port Blair

The undersea cable is expected to boost 4G mobile connectivity and digital services in Andaman islands

Prime Minister Narendra Modi inaugurated an undersea 

optical bre cable link between Chennai and Port Blair on 
Monday that will speed up mobile and broadband 
communication between mainland India and the islands situated 
on the edge of the eastern Indian Ocean, seen as strategically 
important to mount pressure on China. 
Modi had laid the foundation for the 2,312-kilometre long cable 
project, implemented at a cost of �1,224 crore in December 
2018. The cable will connect not only Port Blair but also other 
islands such as Swaraj Dweep, Long Island, Rangat, Little 
Andaman, Kamorta, Car Nicobar, and Greater Nicobar.
“The optical bre connectivity project to connect Andaman and 
Nicobar with the rest of the country and the world is a symbol of 
our commitment towards ease of living," Modi said.
Internet speeds of up to 400 gigabyte (Gb) per second will be 
provided at Port Blair and 200 Gb per second for other islands, 
according to ofcial data. The cable is expected to boost 4G 
mobile services and digital services such as tele-education, tele-
health, e-governance services and tourism on the islands. 
The connectivity through bre optical cable shall usher in a new 
era in the islands, said D.K. Sharma, a former naval ofcer. 
Earlier, communication was difcult as it was primarily through 
satellite, which was being shared by the civilian administration, 
the local population, and the military. With the cable link 
“information ow will happen in real time," he said.
The archipelago in the Bay of Bengal, spread over 8,000sq. km, 
consists of 300 islands. Analysts have often pointed out that the 
islands lie closer to Indonesia than to India to underline their 
geographical proximity to South-East Asia. The islands sit at the 
mouth of the Malacca Strait, one of the busiest shipping 
thoroughfares of the world and a reason India set up its rst tri-
service command in the Andamans in 2001. At times of tension 
with China, India has the option of using its navy to “choke" the 
Chinese sea lanes of communications with assets based out of the 
Andamans, according to some analysts. However, others point 
out that India would have to greatly enhance its infrastructure to 
develop the archipelago as a viable a military outpost. A 2004 
Indonesian tsunami triggered by a massive undersea 
earthquake had shattered most of the infrastructure and this has 
slowed development in that regard. “Physical connectivity 
through road, air, and water is being strengthened," Modi said, 
referring to two major bridges and a national highway that is 
being constructed to improve road access between north and 
middle Andaman. The capacity of the Port Blair Airport is being 
enhanced to handle 1,200 passengers, he said. “Construction of 
a deep draft inner harbour in the east coast is also going on at 
high speed. Now there is a proposal to establish a trans-
shipment port at an estimated cost of Rs.10,000 crore in Great 
Nicobar," said the Prime Minister. The new port will enable big 
ships to anchor and increase India’s share in maritime trade and 
also provide new employment opportunities, he said. 

“The Indian Ocean has been the centre of India’s trade and 
strategic prowess for thousands of years. Now that India is 
following the new policy and practice of trade and 
cooperation in the Indo-Pacic, the importance of our 
islands, including Andaman and Nicobar has increased," 
said Modi. 
“Under the Act East policy, Andaman and Nicobar’s role in 
India’s strong relations with east Asian countries and other 
nations is very important and it is going to increase," he said 
referring India bolstering its strategic and economic 
engagement with South-East Asia, a region with deep 
economic links to China. 

IPL 2020: Ramdev’s Patanjali 
keen on title sponsorship
Indian Premier League 2020: SK Tijariwala, 
spokesman for Ramdev, said the company felt 
acquiring the title sponsorship would signicantly 
expand the market of the company. He added 
that nothing has been “nalised yet”.
Baba Ramdev-led Patanjali Ayurved has 
submitted a proposal for the title sponsorship of 
the Indian Premier League’s upcoming edition, to 
be held in the UAE from Sept 19 to Nov 8, two 
company executives said on Monday. The FMCG 
major has expressed interest after Chinese 
smartphone maker Vivo’s Indian arm last week 
suspended sponsorship for the year amid bilateral 
political tension. Vivo signed a R2,200 crore ve-
year deal in 2017.
SK Tijariwala, spokesman for Ramdev, said the 
company felt acquiring the title sponsorship would 
signicantly expand the market of the company. 
He added that nothing has been “nalised yet”.

News



Mandeep S ingh becomes
s i x t h  h o c k e y  p l a y e r 
to test positive for COVID-19

Mandeep Singh, who is asymptomatic, is 
being treated along with the other ve 
players including captain Manpreet 
Singh, by doctors in Bengaluru, where the 
national camp is due to start on August 20 
at the SAI centre.
Mandeep Singh became the sixth 
national hockey player to test positive for 
coronavirus ahead of the national camp 
in Bengaluru, the Sports Authority of India 
(SAI) said in a statement on Monday.

Being treated along with ve other 
players including captain Manpreet 
Singh, the 25-year old team forward 
from Jalandhar is asymptomatic.
Other than Mandeep and Manpreet, 
defender Surender Kumar, Jaskaran 
Singh, drag-icker Varun Kumar and 
goalkeeper Krishan Bahadur Pathak 
tested positive last week after returning 
to the SAI Centre where the national 
camp is due to start on August 20.

“Mandeep Singh, a member of the 
Indian Men’s Hockey team, who was 
given the Covid test (RT PCR) along 
with 20 other players at the National 
Camp at SAI’s National Centre of 
Excellence in Bengaluru, has tested 
C O V I D  p o s i t i v e ,  b u t  i s 
asymptomatic,” the SAI said in a 
statement.
“He is being administered treatment 
by doctors, along with the other ve 
players who have tested positive.”
According to the SAI doctors, all the 
players were showing only “mild 
symptoms” and are doing well. They 
are housed in the National Centre of 
Excellence in Bengaluru. The players 
were earlier stranded at the centre 
for over two months (till June) when a 
national lockdown was imposed to 
contain the virus.
After coming back from the break, 
the players were in mandatory 
quarantine before resumption of 
training at the centre.

Pranab Mukherjee, Corona +ve,
 On Ventilator After Brain Surgery

New Delhi: Former President Pranab 
Mukherjee has successfully undergone 
surgery to remove a clot in his brain, 
sources said late Monday night. Mr 
Mukherjee, 84, who had tested positive for 
COVID-19 prior to his surgery, is on 
ventilator support at the Army Hospital 
Research and Referral in Delhi.
In a tweet this morning Mr Mukherjee, who 
was President between 2012 and 2017, 
urged all those who had come in contact 
with him over the past week to self-isolate 
and get tested for COVID-19.
"On a visit to the hospital for a separate 
procedure, I have tested positive for 
COVID19 today. I request the people who 
came in contact with me in the last week, to 
please self-isolate and get tested for 
COVID-19," he wrote.
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"Wishing Former President Shri. Pranab Mukherjee a speedy recovery from 
COVID-19 and good health (sic)," Karnataka Congress leader DK 
Shivakumar wrote.
A veteran statesman and leader, Mr Mukherjee is the author of several books 
on the Indian economy and nation-building. According to a prole on his 
ofcial website, he is a "prolic reader" and has been bestowed with 
numerous awards, including India's highest civilian award - the Bharat Ratna - 
in 2019. He also won the Best Parliamentarian Award in 1997 and the Best 
Administrator in India Award in 2011. Several top politicians in the country, 
including Union Home Minister Amit Shah, Madhya Pradesh Chief Minister 
Shivraj Singh Chouhan, Karnataka Chief Minister BS Yediyurappa, Congress 
leader Siddaramaiah, have tested positive for coronavirus in the last few 
weeks.

News
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No degrees without exams, UGC tells SC
India’s higher education regulator, the University Grants 
Commission (UGC), told the Supreme Court on Monday that 
degrees cannot be conferred on students without nal year 
examinations being held and that it alone is empowered to 
take a call on whether or not the exams can take place or 
should be cancelled.
State governments cannot cancel examinations, that power 
lies with the UGC, solicitor general Tushar Mehta, appearing 
on behalf of the UGC, told the top court in response to the 
stance of the Delhi and Maharashtra governments that they 
have cancelled nal year/ terminal semester examinations 
because of Covid -19.
“How can states cancel exams when UGC is empowered to 
confer degrees? Students cannot get degrees without exams. 
Such degrees will not be recognized by UGC. That is the law,” 
Mehta told a three-judge bench headed by justice Ashok 
Bhushan.
The bench, which also comprised justices R Subhash Reddy 
and MR Shah, was hearing a batch of petitions by students 
and organizations challenging the July 6 guidelines issue by 
UGC on holding nal year examinations by September 30.
The petitioners have demanded that the apex court consider 
scrapping online/ofine tests and instead direct the UGC to 
declare results by July 31 based on the past performance of 
students or internal assessment.
“It’s not just about a couple of students. Any decision 
regarding exams impacts a large number of students,” said 
Mahesh Verma, vice chancellor of Guru Gobind Singh 
Indraprastha University-- a state government-run institution in 
Delhi that has promoted students based on their performance 
in the last semester and internal tests. 
“Many of them are living in far-ung areas amid the 
pandemic and have no access to devices and the internet. 
They did not get opportunities to attend online classes. How 
can we take exams of students who could not be taught? ... 
We just hope the UGC realises the present challenges and 
ensure that students are not impacted by their decision.” 
Delhi and Maharashtra governments invoked powers under 
the Disaster Management Act of 2005 to scrap the exams. 
The guidelines say that universities could conduct the 
examinations in the online or ofine mode and by ensuring 
adherence to social distancing norms.
A Covid-19 positive student was one of the petitioners raising 
the demand for the exams to be cancelled. Shiv Sena’s youth 
wing, Yuva Sena, was also a petitioner before the Court.
“Final-year/ terminal semester examinations are important 
because the learning process of a dynamic interaction where 
the only way to gure out what the students know is to seek 
evidence of their knowledge. Academic evaluation of nal-
year students is, therefore, a very important milestone in any 
education system,” UGC said.
Manoj Khanna, principal of Delhi University’s Ramjas College, 
agreed. “It would be very difcult to assess students on the 
basis of internal marks. It cannot be a proper form of 
assessment and it can be an injustice to students who prepare 
well for the nal exams. Not taking exams won’t be 
justiable.” Khanna said

The Disaster Management Act is a law intended to ensure effective 
management of disasters and it empowers central and state governments to 
take measures to mitigate disaster situations. Both are among the worst 
affected by the pandemic.
“The powers under it {Disaster Management Act} are sweeping as we saw when 
the central government and states imposed lockdowns bringing life to a 
standstill and effectively curtailing various fundamental rights of citizens like 
right to move freely. If fundamental rights can be curtailed in exercise of that 
law, then postponing examinations is also reasonable. Hence, in my opinion the 
power of states under the Disaster Management Act will trump the powers of 
UGC,” Supreme Court advocate Haris Beeran said.
Maharashtra announced its decision on June 19 and Delhi on July 11. 
The Maharashtra government told the apex court that it took the decision to 
scrap the nal-year exams after the State Disaster Management Authority, 
constituted under the Disaster Management Act, recommended this against the 
background of the Covid-19 pandemic. It was submitted by Maharashtra that 
a majority of university vice chancellors from the state were against holding 
nal-year examinations because of an exponential rise in Covid-19 cases in the 
state.
Maharashtra has been hit the hardest among Indian states by the viral disease, 
reporting over 500,000 cases and 17,757 deaths till Sunday night. 
The Delhi government also adopted a similar stance, pointing out that not all 
students were able to attend online classes, citing a digital divide that made 
online teaching inaccessible to less privileged students.
“During this extremely tough period, regular physical classes got completely 
interrupted. The students had no access to study material and the college 
libraries were closed, although getting access through online mode in such 
peculiar circumstances, the students did not get the kind of preparation needed 
to attempt a full-edged examination,” the afdavit by the Delhi government 
said. 
Delhi reported over 145,000 cases and 4,111 deaths till Sunday night. 
All colleges have been shut since later March on account of Covid-19 and the 
lockdown imposed to ght it. In all, India imposed a 68-day lockdown between 
March 24 and May 31. Since then, some activities have been allowed, although 
educational institutions have not been allowed to reopen. 
Apart from Maharashtra and Delhi, states including Odisha, Punjab, Haryana 
and Madhya Pradesh have cancelled university exams including nal-year 
exams. Tamil Nadu and Karnataka had cancelled university exams except for 
nal year/ terminal semester students.
“The afdavits by Maharashtra and Delhi are against UGC guidelines. It is the 
UGC which confers degrees,” Mehta said.
“But will the Disaster Management Act override the UGC directive?” the bench 
queried him, asking Mehta to respond in an afdavit.
The matter was adjourned to enable the UGC to le its response and will be 
heard again on August 14.
A government ofcial said the matter was “sub-judice” and added that the 
regulator’s move was keeping in mind the UGC Act and regulations related to 
exams and degrees. 
Many students, however, are against the UGC’s insistence on conducting nal-
year exams. “Many state universities are promoting their nal year students on 
the basis of last semester and internal assessment and still the UGC is adamant 
about conducting exams,” Amal K Simon, a nal year BSc (Physics) student at 
Ramjas College in New Delhi, said. “The students are going through a lot of 
issues amid the pandemic. Families of many students are going through major 
nancial crisis.”
“It is an incontrovertible fact that as per the Parliamentary Act, UGC is the only 
agency to lay down rules for the grants of degrees for all kinds of universities: 
Cental, State, Deemed, Private. It has also the power to derecognise the 
degree awarded in violation of the UGC guidelines. However, in these 
unprecedented Covid pandemic times it is desirable that a legal or political 
ght should not mar the future of millions of nal year students or inordinately 
delay their results. MHRD and UGC should immediately engage in a dialogue 
with the contending states to reach an amicable and academically sound 
solution,” said former UGC member Dr Inder Mohan Kapahy.

News
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Five Laws of Library Science:  

• Books are for use
  

• Every reader his/her book

  

• Every book, its reader

  

• Save the time of the reader

  

• A library is a growing organism

  

Shiyali Ramamrita Ranganathan (S.R.R.) 

12 August 1892 – 27 September 1972) was a librarian and 
mathematician from India. His most notable contributions to the eld were 
his ve laws of library science and the development of the rst major 
faceted classication system, the colon classication. He is considered to be 
the father of library science, documentation, and information science in 
India and is widely known throughout the rest of the world for his 
fundamental thinking in the eld. His birthday is observed every year as the 
National Librarian's Day in India.
He was a university librarian and professor of library science at Banaras 
Hindu University (1945–47) and professor of library science at the 
University of Delhi (1947–55). The last appointment made him director of 
the rst Indian school of librarianship to offer higher degrees. He was 
president of the Indian Library Association from 1944 to 1953. In 1957 he 
was elected an honorary member of the International Federation for 
Information and Documentation (FID) and was made a vice-president for 
life of the Library Association of Great Britain.
Ranganathan, born on 9 August 1892(Real) to Ramamrita, in Siyali (at 
present, Sirkazhi) in British-ruled India at Tanjavoor (at present, 
Ubayavethanthapuram, Thiruvarur District), Tamil Nadu. His birth date is 
also written 12 August 1892 but he himself wrote his birth date 9 August 
1892 in his book, The Five Laws of Library Science.
Ranganathan began his professional life as a mathematician; he earned 
B.A. and M.A. degrees in mathematics from Madras Christian College in his 
home province, and then went on to earn a teaching license. His lifelong 
goal was to teach mathematics, and he was successively a member of the 
mathematics faculties at universities in Mangalore, Coimbatore and 
Madras. As a mathematics professor, he published papers mainly on the 
history of mathematics. His career as an educator was somewhat hindered 
by stammering (a difculty he gradually overcame in his professional life). 
The Government of India awarded Padmashri to Dr. S.R. Ranganathan in 
1957 for valuable contributions to Library Science.
National Library Day is celebrated in India on 12th of August Every year in 
memory of Birthday of Mr. S.R. Ranganathan, the man who gave a lot in 
Library and Information Science eld.

*Who is the rst librarian in India?
B S Kesavan
B S Kesavan : First National Librarian of India.

*Which is Asia's largest library?
Asia's biggest Library - The Anna 
Centenary Library
Asia-India-Tamil Nadu.
Chennai District.
Chennai (Madras)
Chennai (Madras) - Things to Do.
The Anna Centenary Library.

*Which IIT library is best?
IIT Kharagpur
Library Facilities
The Central Library of IIT Kharagpur
 is one of the largest and nest technical 
libraries in Asia.

*What is CC in library science?
Colon classication (CC) is a system of library 
classication developed by S. R. Ranganathan. 
It was the rst ever faceted (or analytico-
synthetic) classication. ... It is especially used in 
libraries in India. Its name "colon classication" 
comes from the use of colons to separate facets 
in class numbers.

Shiyali Ramamrita Ranganathan 
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Siddipet: Siddipet Collector P Venkatrami Reddy has called upon the 
managements of private hospitals to help the government tackle Covid-19 
crisis in the district by setting up exclusive Covid treatment centre.
Speaking at a review meeting with hospital managements and doctors at 
Collectorate here on Tuesday, he promised all support to the private 
hospitals if they come forward to treat Covid-19 patients in the district.
He said the government would allot residential schools to set up temporary 
Covid-19 centres to treat patients. “People who can afford prefer private 
hospitals, but it would help if private hospitals pitch in to treat the 
underprivileged too,” he said.
He further said that Siddipet town had 26,000 houses and 39,000 
households spread in 34 wards. Stating that they will keep a close eye on 
the health status of each citizen, Reddy said that they would constitute 
Covid-19 awareness teams.
The team will have ANM, anganwadi teacher, MEPMA resource person and 
sanitation worker who will have knowledge on citizens’ health status. He 
said that a doctor will be assigned to hold regular meetings with six such 
teams. He also instructed the ofcials of gram panchayats to purchase 5 
pulse oxymeters with gram panchayat fund.
The Collector also instructed the civic ofcials to buy pulse oxymeters in 
municipalities to meet local needs. He said the district recorded 600 Covid-
19 active cases.
Commissioner of Police D Joel Davis said that they would impose ne on 
those venturing out without wearing masks.

Hyderabad: Chief Minister Chandrasekhar Rao 

said that the Irrigation Department in the state will 
undergo a major revamp, in line with the latest 
developments in the irrigation sector. He said that the 
sector has changed a lot since the formation of the 
state. Some of the changes included but not limited to 
the increase in the ayucut due to the construction of 
projects, canals, reservoirs and pump houses, and an 
increase in the workload of the irrigation department.

Siddipet Collector urges pvt 
hospitals to help tackle Covid

Telangana News

KCR names Ghanpur anicut in 
Medak District as the Vana Durga 

In order to streamline the work, all the wings in 
the department will be grouped under one 
umbrella while more territorial jurisdictions, 
headed by the Chief Engineers (CE), will be 
created.
The CM held a review meeting on Tuesday at 
the Pragathi Bhavan here on revamping the 
irrigation department. It was accepted in 
principle to increase the existing territorial 
jurisdictions headed by the CEs from 13 to 19. It 
was agreed that Adilabad, Mancherial, 
Jagtial, Karimnagar, Nizamabad, Kamareddy, 
Ramagundam, Warangal, Mulugu, Khammam, 
Kothagudem, Gajwel, Sangareddy, Nalgonda, 
Suryapet, Mahbubnagar, Wanaparthy, Nagar 
Kurnool, and Hyderabad will turn into territorial 
jurisdictions. All the projects, tanks, IDC lifts, 
reservoirs, barrages, pump houses, canals, sub-
stations will come under these territorial 
jurisdictions. The irrigation department, which 
was divided as major, medium and small IDC 
wings, will now function as one department and 
it would be called as the Water Resources 
Ministry.
The CM decided to rename Ghanpur anicut in 
Medak District as the Vana Durga Project. The 
CM instructed the ofcials concerned to revive 
the canals under the Pakala project . 
Narasampet MLA Peddi Sudarshan Reddy 
requested the CM that by reviving the canals 
built under the Kakatiya dynasty, 30,000 acres 
of the ayucut can be stabilised. The CM 
responded positively since reviving the canals 
would mean protecting the heritage. The CM 
instructed the ofcials to prepare estimates in 
this regard.
HYDERABAD: Telangana on Tuesday registered 
a further 1,896 Covid-19 cases and eight 
deaths. Worried health authorities said the virus 
was now spreading quickly in the districts. Of the 
cases recorded on Tuesday, 82% or 1,558 cases 
were repor ted from outs ide Greater 
Hyderabad Municipal Corporation areas as per 
ofcials.
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When a vaccine is pre-qualied by the WHO, the manufacturers seek the 
agency's stamp of quality, and approval for its use.
On Tuesday, 11 August, Russian President Vladimir Putin announced that the 
country was the rst to developed and registered the rst vaccine against 
the novel coronavirus. He claims that the vaccine that offers "immunity" 
against the SARS-CoV-2 coronavirus.
The World Health Organization (WHO) has responded to Russia's claim by 
saying that a rigorous review of the vaccine's safety data needs to be 
submitted if the country wants the WHO's stamp of approval.
"Pre-qualication of any vaccine includes the rigorous review and 
assessment of all the required safety and efcacy data," Tarik Jasarevic, 
spokesperson for WHO, said during an online press brieng.
"We are in close contact with the Russian health authorities and discussions 
are ongoing with respect to possible WHO pre-qualication of the 
vaccine.”
Registered but unveried Sputnik V vaccine
The 'Sputnik V' vaccine as it's being popularly called, is a name alluding to 
the Soviet launch of the rst satellite in 1957 that caught the world by 
surprise. It was developed by Russia's Gamaleya Research Institute along 
with the Russian Defence ministry.
The Gamaleya vaccine is one of two candidates from Russia, and is among 
21 candidates from around the world that WHO has listed as being in 
early human trials, in its 10 August update on global vaccines. The Russian 
health minister Mikhail Murashko, however, claims that the vaccine has 
shown high efcacy and safety, implying that Phase 2 trials have been 
completed.
"All the volunteers developed high titers of antibodies to COVID-19. At the 
same time, none of them had serious complications of immunization," 
Murashko said.
Murashko said that a mass vaccination campaign against the novel 
coronavirus will begin in October, with the rst doses given to doctors and 
teachers, as per a Livemint report. The vaccine will also be 'free of charge', 
with the expenses coming out of the national budget, he added.
Over 20 countries, including India, have expressed their interest in the 
vaccine, according to Kirill Dmitriev, head of the country's Russian Direct 
Investment Fund (RDIF) sovereign wealth fund and the main investor in the 
vaccine's development.Russia has got "preliminary applications" from 
around 20 countries to secure a total of over 1 billion doses of their 
Gamaleya vaccine, according to Dmitriev. They have inked agreements 
with ve countries to produce a total of 500 million doses a year. The Phase 
3 trials of the vaccine are expected to take place in Saudi Arabia, 
Philippines and the UAE, according to a Financial Times report.

Russia's 'Sputnik V' COVID-19 
vaccine: WHO in close contact with 
Russian health ministry for 'rigorous 
review' of safety, efcacy data

HEALTH News

Pos t COVID-19 ca r e : 
S e v e n  t i p s  t o  h e l p 
recovering coronavirus 
patients manage brain 
f o g ,  m e m o r y  a n d 
attention issues
For those who’ve contracted COVID-19 
infection, the road to recovery can seem 
qu i te a long one . Fo r t ho se who ’ve 
contracted COVID-19 infection, the road 
to recovery can seem quite a long one. Not 
only do you have to deal with fatigue, 
breathlessness and other physical effects 
of the disease, but also grapple with the 
psychological impact of it. According to 
the American Psychological Association 
(APA), a study published in The Lancet 
Neurology in July 2020 and another 
published in The Lancet Psychiatry in June 
2020, even patients who’ve had mild to 
moderate symptoms of COVID-19 are 
likely to grapple with cognitive changes 
in the aftermath.
D i z z i n e s s ,  h e a d a c h e s ,  d i m i n i s h e d 
c o g n i t i v e  a b i l i t i e s  l i k e  l a c k  o f 
c o n c e n t r a t i o n , m e m o r y r e c a l l a n d 
recogn i t i on and bra in fog ( t h i nk i ng 
clearly) are likely to show up. The World 
Health Organization (WHO) says these 
difculties may go away within weeks or 
months of you starting your recovery but 
for some people, they can last for a longer 
time. These difculties can have an impact 
on your relationships, daily activities and 
your professional life as you get back to 
it, so you and your loved ones should take 
them seriously.
The WHO recommends that you and your 
f a m i l y r e c o g n i s e t h e s e d i f  c u l t i e s 
related to attention, memory and thinking 
c l e a r l y,  a n d a d o p t t h e f o l l ow i n g 
strategies to manage them.
1. Adjust expectations 
2. Brain exercises 
3. Prompt yourself 
4. Physical exercise 
5. Break it down 
6. Pace yourself 
7. Let others help 
Remember that if at any point , your 
c o g n i t i v e  d i f  c u l t i e s  f e e l  t o o 
overwhelming or severe, connect with a 
doctor or neurologist to get help.
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Abhishek Bachchan was being treated for coronavirus in Mumbai's 
Nanavati Hospital for the last 29 days. He tested negative for COVID-19 
on Saturday

Bollywood actor Abhishek Bachchan has been discharged from the hospital 
after testing negative for coronavirus. He was admitted in Mumbai’s 
Nanavati Hospital for the last 29 days. Amitabh Bachchan shared the news 
of Abhishek being discharged from the hospital. He wrote on Twitter, “T 
3620 – Abhishek tests negative for CoviD .. discharged from Hospital .. on 
his way home .. GOD IS GREAT .. thank you Ef and well wishers for your 
PRAYERS ..”.
“I TOLD YOU!!! Discharge plan: YES!! This afternoon I tested Covid-19 
NEGATIVE. Thank you all for your prayers and wishes. I’m so happy to be 
able to go home,” Junior Bachchan posted on Instagram.
The Breathe Into the Shadows actor expressed his gratitude towards the 
doctors and nurses of the Nanavati Hospital. “My eternal gratitude to the 
doctors and nursing staff at Nanavati Hospital for taking such good care of 
me and my family and helping us beat Covid-19. We couldn’t have done it 
without them. ” wrote Abhishek.

Abhishek Bac hc han disc harged 
from hospital, Amitabh Bachchan 
thanks well wishers

 News

Vijayawada Fire | 
Police on the lookout for 
hospital M.D., hotel 
owner
Special teams constituted to probe the incident 
visit other hotels run as Covid Care Centres by 
the hospital management.
Special teams have been formed to track down 
the managements of Ramesh Hospitals and 
Hotel Swarna Palace, the main accused in the 
re at a Covid Care Centre that killed ten 
patients and injured 20 others.
The mishap occurred around 4.45 a.m. on 
August 9, when ames engulfed three oors of a 
hotel-cum-quaratine centre located on Eluru 
Road.
Speaking to The Hindu on Tuesday, Police 
Commissioner Bathina Srinivasulu said that six 
teams have been constituted to arrest the prime 
accused in the case.
“We are searching for Ramesh Hospitals 
Managing Director P. Ramesh Babu and the 
Hotel Swarna Palace’s proprietor. Police 
arrested three persons and more arrests are 
likely to be made in the case soon,” Mr. 
Srinivasulu said.
The hospital or the hotel staff were not available 
for comment.
The special teams formed to probe the incident 
constitutes the Krishna District Collector, Andhra 
Pradesh State Disaster Response and Fire 
Service Department among others.
Raids conducted
The teams visited Hotel Swarna Palace, Ramesh 
Hospitals and the COVID care centres run by the 
hospital management in other hotels in the city. 
They talked to eye witnesses and collected 
details regarding the incident.
Inquiry ofcers examined various documents like 
the building plan, re NoC, agreement letter 
between Ramesh Hospitals and the hotel 
management, and the permission from the 
government for turning the hotel into quarantine 
centre and other documents.
Doctors, part of the special team, inquired 
about the number of patients admitted at the 
centre, treatment provided to them, and the 
number of persons present during the time of the 
incident.
Documents seized
The teams conducted raids on Ramesh Hospitals’ 
main branch, located on Road No.5. It veried 
case sheets of the patients, seized documents 
and agreement papers and questioned the 
administrative staff.
The teams are likely to submit their reports to the 
government today.

11 killed 
in re 

at 
Vijayawada 

hotel 
used as 
Covid 
facility



Wo r d s

F o l k t a l e

R e v e l
( v e r b )
E n j o y

A l c h e m i s t

C o m m e m o r a t e s

S t a u n c h
( a d j e c t i v e )
v e r y l o y a l

a n d c o m m i t t e d
i n a t t i t u d e .

I n o p e r a t i v e
( a d j e c t i v e )

n o t w o r k i n g o r
t a k i n g e f f e c t .

(noun)
a story

originating in 
popular culture,
typically passed 

on by word of mouth.

(noun)
a person who
transforms or

creates something
through a seemingly

magical process

(Verb)
mark or celebrate

(an event or person)
by doing or producing

something.
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Raksha 
Bandhan

Raksha Bandhan is observed on the last day of the Hindu 
lunar calendar month of Shraavana, which typically falls in 
August. The expression  "Raksha Bandhan," Sanskrit, literally, 
"the bond of protection, obligation, or care," is now 
principally applied to this ritual. Until the mid- , 20th-century
the expression was more commonly applied to a similar 
ritual, also held on the same day, with precedence in ancient 
Hindu texts, in which a domestic priest ties amulets, charms, 
or threads on the wrists of his patrons, or changes their 
sacred thread, and receives gifts of money; in some places, 
this is still the case.
Even for the occasion of Raksha Bandhan, he has penned a special poem to 
promote peace and happiness.  wants all the APJ Abdul Kalam on Raksha Bandhan
brothers and sisters to enjoy his poem. The Rakhi poem by the President is titled 
‘Rakhi Day is Righteous Day’. You can read the full poem here:

Raksha Bandhan is a celebration of love between siblings.
It is a Hindu Festival during which brothers renew their
promise to protect their sisters. This year, Raksha Bandhan
will be celebrated on August 3rd.

Rakhi Day is the Righteous Day
This full moon day our hearts are in brim

Feeling of faith and serenity in mind.
We light the lamps and our hears glow

Radiance of happiness and peace are in ow.
Harmonious homes are like streams of joy

Flowing and ourishing the landscape en route.
Nobility in heart and character in deed

Righteous homes alone make a beautiful State.
Sisters will tie the thread on the brothers

Abiding them to do only what is right and clean.
Put the Kumkum and blessed rice on the head

Where will dwell right thoughts and noble action.

 APJ Abdul Kalam
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Founder of Buddhism:
Siddhartha Gautama, the founder of Buddhism who 
later became known as “the Buddha,” lived during the 
5th century B.C. 
Gautama was born into a wealthy family as a prince in 
present-day Nepal. Although he had an easy life, 
Gautama was moved by suffering in the world. 
He decided to give up his lavish lifestyle and endure 
poverty. When this didn’t fulll him, he promoted the 
idea of the “Middle Way,” which means existing 
between two extremes. Thus, he sought a life without 
social indulgences but also without deprivation.
After six years of searching, Buddhists believe 
Gautama found enlightenment while meditating under 
a Bodhi tree. He spent the rest of his life teaching others 
about how to achieve this spiritual state.
Buddhism History
When Gautama passed away around 483 B.C., his 
followers began to organize a religious movement. 
Buddha’s teachings became the foundation for what 
would develop into Buddhism.
In the 3rd century B.C., Ashoka the Great, the Mauryan 
Indian emperor, made Buddhism the state religion of 
India. Buddhist monasteries were built, and missionary 
work was encouraged.
Over the next few centuries, Buddhism began to spread 
beyond India. The thoughts and philosophies of 
Buddhists became diverse, with some followers 
interpreting ideas differently than others.
In the sixth century, the Huns invaded India and 
destroyed hundreds of Buddhist monasteries, but the 
intruders were eventually driven out of the country.
Islam began to spread quickly in the region during the 
Middle Ages, forcing Buddhism into the background.

BuddhismBuddhism

Buddhism is a faith that was founded by Siddhartha Gautama 

(“the Buddha”) more than 2,500 years ago in India. With about 
470 million followers, scholars consider Buddhism one of the 
major world religions. Its practice has historically been most 
prominent in East and Southeast Asia, but its inuence is growing 
in the West. Many Buddhist ideas and philosophies overlap with 
those of other faiths.
Buddhism Beliefs Some key Buddhism beliefs include:
Followers of Buddhism don’t acknowledge a supreme god or 
deity. They instead focus on achieving enlightenment—a state of 
inner peace and wisdom. When followers reach this spiritual 
echelon, they’re said to have experienced nirvana.
The religion’s founder, Buddha, is considered an extraordinary 
man, but not a god. The word Buddha means “enlightened.”
The path to enlightenment is attained by utilizing morality, 
meditation and wisdom. Buddhists often meditate because they 
believe it helps awaken truth.
There are many philosophies and interpretations within 
Buddhism, making it a tolerant and evolving religion.
Some scholars don’t recognize Buddhism as an organized 
religion, but rather, a “way of life” or a “spiritual tradition.”
Buddhism encourages its people to avoid self-indulgence but 
also self-denial.
Buddha’s most important teachings, known as The Four Noble 
Truths, are essential to understanding the religion.
Buddhists embrace the concepts of karma (the law of cause and 
effect) and reincarnation (the continuous cycle of rebirth).
Followers of Buddhism can worship in temples or in their own 
homes.
Buddhist monks, or bhikkhus, follow a strict code of conduct, 
which includes celibacy.
There is no single Buddhist symbol, but a number of images have 
evolved that represent Buddhist beliefs, including the lotus 
ower, the eight-spoked dharma wheel, the Bodhi tree and the 
swastika (an ancient symbol whose name means "well-being" or 
"good fortune" in Sanskrit). 
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GREEN WORLD
More Animals Being Killed 

Due to Lockdown. 
With fewer people travelling due to the COVID-19 pandemic,
national parks and sanctuaries have been severely affected. For
one, the parks don’t have enough money to protect their animals
and there has been an increase in the number of poaching cases.
In just one week, Ethiopia has seen the death of at lease six elephants,
as compared to only 10 elephants being killed in one year in the same
area previously. African elephants and rhinoceroses seem to be the most
targeted animals. They are in demand for their tusks and horns, respectively,
which are used in Chinese medicine. 

Elephant tusks sel l  for about
$ 1 , 0 0 0 / k g  a n d  r h i n o c e r o s
horns sell for more than $60,000/kg.
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Save our 

I clean the air you breathe  
I can do that for your 

“If you let me live”

Children too. 

"The earth is what 
we all have 
in common.”     
          —Wendell Berry

environment
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Men burn incense as a small
n u m b e r  o f  p i l g r i m s 
circumamabulate the Kabba 
in Mecca. Saudi Arabia, late 
on Sunday.Muslims pilgrims 
have started arriving in Mecca 
for a drastically scaled-down 
hajj due the pandemic. The 
h a j j ,  w h i c h  b e g i n s  o n 
Wednesday 2 9 July, normally 
draws around 2.5 million 
people for ve intense days of 
worsh ip ,  but  th i s  year, 
between 1,000 and 10,000 
people already residing in the 
kingdom will be allowed to 
perform the pilgrimage. The 
kingdom has over 2,66,000 
cases ,  inc lud ing  2 ,733 
deaths.
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India women's England tour cancellation 'not a case of neglect' - 
Shanta Rangaswamy

Amid growing criticism, former India captain and BCCI Apex Council 
member Shanta Rangaswamy has come to the defence of the national 
board after they decided to not go ahead with India women's tour of 
England, originally scheduled for September, due to the ongoing pandemic 
situation around the world.India's women's team were to tour England for a 
limited-overs series in the period of July-August, but that wasn't feasible. 
The ECB proposed a tweaked schedule, with a tri-series, also involving South 
Africa, from September but the BCCI decided to pull out of it.Interestingly, 
international cricket resumed from its Covid-19-induced hiatus in England, 
with the ongoing three-Test series against West Indies. The touring side 
arrived in England on June 9, for a series that began on July 8 in order to 
full the 14-day isolation criteria and get used to being in a bio-secure 
bubble. From August 5, England will next host Pakistan, who are already in 
the country and playing warm-up games.Rangaswamy hinted at India's 
inability to atten the Coronavirus curve as the reason behind the tough 
decision, as it would've made it harder for BCCI to organise a national camp 
before sending the team on the tour."It is not a case of neglect. You need at 
least six weeks to be match t and with the Covid-19 affecting most parts of 
the country, is it possible to organise a training camp right away? Then you 
would also have a 14-day quarantine in England," Rangaswamy told 
PTI."There was just not enough time to make it happen. Covid-19 has hurt 
world cricket, more so women's cricket. We have gone back a couple of 
years after a record attendance for the T20 World Cup nal at MCG in 
March. It is sad and an anti-climax," she added.With the cancellation of the 
tour to England, the immediate futures of the women's team hangs in the 
balance. After the men's T20 World Cup was postponed due to the 
pandemic, a decision is pending on the next year's 50-over Women's World 
Cup - scheduled to be played in February-March.
And then there's more uncertainty, with respect to the women's T20 
challenge which saw participation increase from two teams in 2018, to three 
in the 2019 edition. This time around though, with the IPL set to be played in 
the UAE between September 19 and November 5, there might not be a 
window to t in the women's T20 challenge without it clashing with the 
Women's Big Bash League.

"It looks like even nature is conspiring against women's cricket. Last year, 
a third team was added to the IPL Women's Challenge, this year it was 
supposed to be four. Now the shift of venue. More importantly, it is 
clashing with the women's Big Bash, which was already scheduled. Let's 
see what the IPL Governing Council decides. Going to England was more 
important than the IPL exhibition games. England tour would have been 
ideal preparation for the World Cup," Rangaswamy said.In spite of such 
grim few months ahead, Rangaswamy believes it is too early to pass 
judgement on the board's commitment towards the women's game."The 
post Covid-19 scenario will be a testimony to their commitment to 
women's cricket. People doubting BCCI's intentions will have to wait for 
things to be normal before passing their judgement. The situation was 
not in their control on this occasion. The late announcement on the men's 
Tld Cup postponement has also also given the BCCI little time to prepare 
for the IPL," she said.
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Science &
Technology

Malaria Drug Chloroquine Does Not 
Inhibit COVID-19 Infection in Human 
Lung Cells.

More than 600,000 people 
worldwide have fallen victim to 
the lung disease COVID-19 so 
far, which is caused by the SARS 
coronavirus-2 (SARS-CoV-2). In 
order to obtain an effective 
therapy for COVID-19 as quickly 
as possible, drugs that are being 
used to treat other diseases are 
currently being repurposed for 
COVID-19 treatment.

The Infection Biology Unit of the 
German Primate Center (DPZ) – 
Leibniz Institute for Primate 
Research in Göttingen, together 
with colleagues at the Charité in 
Berlin, was able to show that the 
malaria drug chloroquine, which 
has been demonstrated to inhibit 
the SARS-CoV-2 infection of 
African green monkey kidney 
cells, is not able to prevent 
infection of human lung cells with 
t h e  n o v e l  c o r o n a v i r u s . 
Chloroquine is therefore unlikely 
to prevent the spread of the virus 
in the lung and should not be 
used for the treatment of COVID-
19.

A World-First in Light Conversion: 
Oxygen Breathes New Life Into Solar Cell 
Research.

A world-rst in light conversion has potential future implications for solar 
photovoltaics, biomedical imaging, drug delivery and photocatalysis.
Scientists in Australia and the United States have been able to ‘upconvert’ low energy 
light into high energy light, which can be captured by solar cells, in a new way, with 
oxygen the surprise secret ingredient. The results are published in Nature Photonics 
on July 20, 2020.
While the approach’s efciencies are relatively low and more work is needed to 
achieve commercialization, the research is an exciting development, according to 
senior author Professor Tim Schmidt from the ARC Centre of Excellence in Exciton 
Science and UNSW Sydney.
“The energy from the sun is not just visible light,” Prof. Schmidt explains. “The spectrum 
is broad, including infrared light which gives us heat and ultraviolet which can burn 
our skin. “Most solar cells, charge-coupled device (CCD) cameras and photodiodes 
(a semiconductor that converts light into electrical current) are made from silicon, 
which cannot respond to light less energetic than the near infrared.
“This means that some parts of the light spectrum are going unused by many of our 
current devices and technologies.”

Professor Tim 
Schmidt
 of UNSW Sydney
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Shakuntala Devi (4 November 1929 – 21 April 2013) 

was an Indian writer and mental calculator, popularly known as the "Human 
Computer". Shakuntala Devi strove to simplify mathematics for students.Her 
talent earned her a place in the 1982 edition of The Guinness Book of world 
Records.Devi was a precocious child and she demonstrated her arithmetic 
abilities at the University of Mysore without any formal education. Shakuntala 
Devi wrote a number of books in her later years, including novels as well as texts 
about mathematics, puzzles, and astrology. She wrote the book The world of 
Homosexuals, which is considered the rst study of homosexuality in India. She 
treated homosexuality in a positive light and is considered a pioneer in the eld.

One More BIOPIC on 
A New York Times report from 1976 
marvelled at the woman “who has difculty 
remembering her birth date” but could 
“give you the cube root of 188,132,517 – 
or almost any other number – in the time it 
took to ask the question”. The biopic will 
explore how Shakuntala Devi made the 
pursuit of mathematics appear to be the 
most joyous thing in the world, rather than a 
dull and difcult subject, Anu Menon said.
“There is a fair bit of maths in the lm,” 
Menon added. “Her maths was not about 
sitting in a room and solving theorems, her 
maths belonged with the people. There was 
showmanship in the way she performed.”
For Vidya Balan, who has played her fair 
share of independent-minded and tough 
women, the role was an opportunity to play 
an “incredible lady” who “lived life to the 
fullest”. Balan added, “There was a sense 
of responsibility too, especially when the 
family has shown so much trust. It’s not like 
they have only shared the good bits. The 
lm is an attempt to capture the spirit of the 
person.”Anupama Banerji is among the 
fortunate few to have watched Shakuntala 
Devi before its premiere. “My mother had 
no boundaries and lived life to its fullest,” 
she said. “It was interesting to relive all 
those instances and to reminisce about all 
that happened. It was a lot of mixed 
emotions. 
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This massive sunspot turning towards 
Earth can be bad news
Recently, scientists developed a new model that can successfully predict 
seven of the Sun’s biggest ares from the last solar cycle, out of a set of 
nine with the help of NASA’s Solar Dynamics Observatory

If you think the year 2020 is through with its share of bad news, there is a 
massive sunspot on the Sun that will be turning towards our planet which 
could result in major strong ares. According to a report by 
spaceweather.com, the sunspot AR2770, which was deducted earlier this 
week is expected to grow in size. Few minor space ares have been 
emitted by this particular sunspot already which has not caused anything 
major other than “minor waves of ionization to ripple through Earth’s 
upper atmosphere”. However, if this sunspot which can be up to 50,000 
kilometres in diameter may release a huge amount of energy which in turn 
will lead to solar ares. These eruptions may lead to solar ares and 
storms. This phenomenon is called Coronal Mass Ejections (CME). These 
ares can have a major effect on affect radio communications, Global 
Positioning Systems (GPS) connectivity, power grids, and satellites.
According to the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
(NOAA), the CMEs can result in “uctuations of electrical currents in space 
and energize electrons and protons trapped in Earth’s varying magnetic 
eld”. Solar ares caused by these CMEs can also trigger intense light in 
the sky, called auroras.
What is a sunspot?
A sunspot is a dark area on the sun that appears dark on the surface and 
relatively cooler than the other parts. These sunspots have electrically 
charged gases that generate areas of powerful magnetic forces. The 
gases on our sun are constantly moving which causes irregularities in this 
‘magnetic eld’. These activities are also called ‘solar activity’. The levels 
of solar activity don’t remain the same and differ from one solar cycle to 
another.
What is a solar are?
Solar ares are the result of changes in magnetic elds on the sunspots that 
cause a huge explosion. These solar ares are often released into space 
and its radiation can disrupt with earth’s radio communications. The solar 
ares explosion’s energy can be equivalent to a trillion ‘Little boy’ atomic 
bomb that was dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki in 1945.

Science & 
Technology

NASA releases weird-
looking shape of our 
solar system
The scientists have not been able to gure out the shape 
of our solar system's heliosphere because its closest 
edge is more than ten billion miles from Earth.
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
(NASA) scientists have developed a new prediction 
about the shape of the bubble that surrounds our solar 
system. This has been made possible after the data 
collected from a model that was developed using 
various NASA missions. Earlier, scientists thought that 
the shape of our heliosphere that travels through space 
as it orbits around the centre of the galaxy is similar to 
that of a comet with a round leading edge with a long 
tail trailing behind. The scientists have not been able to 
gure out the shape of our solar system’s heliosphere 
because its closest edge is more than ten billion miles 
from Earth. With the help of two Voyager spacecraft, 
they have been able to measure this region.
To study our boundary to the interstellar space, 
astronomers have been capturing and observing 
particles ying toward our planet. Galactic cosmic 
rays, the charged particles that come from different 
parts of the galaxy along with existing ones help 
scientists study the boundary of our galaxy as they 
travel out towards the heliosphere and are bounced 
back by a series of electromagnetic processes. Under 
NASA’s Interstellar Boundary Explorer (IBEX), scientists 
use these particles as radar to know our boundary to 
the interstellar space.“There are two uids mixed 
together. You have one component that is very cold and 
one component that is much hotter, the pick-up ions,” 
said Opher, a professor of astronomy at Boston 
University. “If you have some cold uid and hot uid, 
and you put them in space, they won’t mix — they will 
evolve mostly separately. What we did was separate 
these two components of the solar wind and model the 
resulting 3D shape of the heliosphere.”“Because the 
pick-up ions dominate the thermodynamics, everything 
is very spherical. But because they leave the system 
very quickly beyond the termination shock, the whole 
heliosphere deates,” said Opher.
What is heliosphere?
Heliosphere acts like a shield to our solar system that 
guards us against the rest of the galaxy from particles 
shot after a supernova (a powerful and luminous stellar 
explosion). However, it can’t absorb all of the 
radiations and lets a quarter of these galactic rays into 
our solar system.The particles that break through our 
heliosphere are still dangerous but our planet is 
protected by its magnetic eld and atmosphere. That’s 
why there is a need to understand our heliosphere 
which will be a major breakthrough in future space 
exploration.
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Cristiano Ronaldo's Efforts Not Enough For 
'Cursed' Juve

England On The Verge Of Victory
Captain Memphis Depay's 12th-minute penalty 
however, sealed Lyon's berth in the quarter-nals 
with a 2-2 aggregate score to go through on away 
goals.
Juventus coach Maurizio Sarri said he was "bitter" 
as the Italian giants crashed out of the Champions 
League on Friday to Lyon despite a Cristiano 
Ronaldo double giving the hosts a 2-1 win over the 
French club on the night. Captain Memphis Depay's 
12th-minute penalty however, sealed Lyon's berth 
in the quarter-nals with a 2-2 aggregate score to 
go through on away goals. A goal up after winning 
February's rst leg, Lyon will face Manchester City 
at the nal tournament in Lisbon. "I am very bitter, I 
understand how much this competition is cursed for 
Juve," said Sarri, who took over as coach last 
summer. The Turin side have won the tournament 
twice, but not since 1996. They have been runners-
up seven times, including twice in the last ve years.
Sarri's side were coming off a tough battle to win a 
ninth consecutive league title in Italy, against an 
opponent who were fresh after Ligue 1 was 
cancelled ve months ago because of Coronavirus.  
"The regret is to have missed the rst half in Lyon. 
At this level, it costs," said Sarri of the rst leg 
played back in February.

SPORTS

At the time of going to press, England 
were 272-6 in the post-tea session on 
the fourth day, needing a further ve 
runs to reach a challenging target of 
277

Pakistan caused a top-order collapse before 
Jos Buttler and Chris Woakes (79 not out) led 
an England ghtback for the hosts to come 
closer to victory in the rst Test here at Old 
Trafford on Saturday.

At the time of going to press, England were 
272-6 in the post-tea session on the fourth 
day, needing a further ve runs to reach a 
challenging target of 277. Wicketkeeper 
Buttler and Woakes put on 139 before Buttler 
was dismissed for 75. Stuart Broad was next 
man in. Only twice has a team chased more 
than 200 to win in the fourth innings of a Test at 
Old Trafford, with England making 294-4 
against New Zealand in 2008 and 231-3 
against the West Indies in 2004. England were 
making steady progress at 96-1.However, 
they lost four wickets for 31 runs in slipped to 
117-5, with captain Joe Root and Ben Stokes 
falling in the collapse. After Mohammad 
Abbas had pinned Rory Burns lbw, fellow 
opener Dom Sibley and skipper Root kept 
Pakistan at bay. But leg-spinner Yasir Shah 
lured Sibley (36) into an edged drive that was 
well caught by Asad Shaq at slip. 
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Sania Mirza's Son Izhaan Gets What He 
Wants With This Smile......

Sania Mirza's son Izhaan Mirza Malik was born in 
2018 to her and husband Shoaib Malik.
India tennis star Sania Mirza, who manages her 
cute little son Izhaan’s Instagram account, shared 
this picture on the social media site wrote: “This is 
my bugs [bunny] smile...usually I smile like this and 
get everything I want.” Sania Mirza's son Izhaan 
Mirza Malik was born in 2018 to her and husband 
Shoaib Malik. Izhaan Mirza Malik made his debut 
on Instagram in November 2019 and has since 
garnered over 51,700 followers with 72 posts. 
Sania Mirza and Shoaib Malik began dating for 
awhile before they decided to get married on 
April 12, 2010. Sania Mirza and Shoaib Malik are 
both renowned sports personalities in their 
respective countries. While Sania Mirza is a 
multiple Grand Slam doubles winning tennis star in 
India, Shoaib Malik is a talented and top-rated 
cricketers from Pakistan.

SPORTS

India Hockey Captain Manpreet Singh, 
Four Others Test COVID-Positive

National camp to go on A SAI source, however, said 
that the camp will resume from August 20 as planned 
with the t players. The Indian men's hockey team 
captain Manpreet Singh and four other players have 
tested positive for COVID-19 but the national camp 
will resume in Bangalore as scheduled with those who 
are t to train, the Sports Authority of India (SAI) said 
on Friday. Besides Manpreet, defender Surender 
Kumar, Jaskaran Singh, drag-icker Varun Kumar and 
goalkeeper Krishan Bahadur Pathak have also tested 
positive for the dreaded virus. "I am self quarantined 
at the SAI campus and I am very happy with the way 
SAI authorities have handled the situation...I am doing 
ne and hope to recover very soon," Manpreet, 28, 
said in the statement issued by SAI. National camp to 
go on A SAI source, however, said that the camp will 
resume from August 20 as planned with the t players. 
"As of now the camp is on and will resume as planned. 
The t players can start their individual training and 
the players who have tested positive for COVID can 
resume later after recovering but they will have to 
pass a tness test," the source said. The national 
players were earlier stranded at the centre for over 
two months. After coming back from the break, the 
players were in mandatory quarantine before 
training resumed at the centre.

'More Cases Expected’
“Don't be surprised if some more positive results come 
out," the source said. "Since all the athletes, who tested 
positive, had travelled together, there is a high 
likelihood that they contracted the virus while 
travelling from their hometowns to Bangalore."
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WHAT IS YOUR
FREEDOM WISH?

 Inviting creativity, No matter how 
we identify ourselves in relation 
to creativity our relation to it is 
complex and contradictory. Then, 
what are you waiting for? Send 
your shor t  s tor ies,ar t i c les, 
drawings, paintings, cartoons, 
cookery  recipes, rangoli designs 
and jokes to The Beacon, the 
weekend newspaper. We will be 
able to publish only original 
creativity of yours...

write to us:
thebeaconnews2020@gmail.com
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MUSIC

OUR MUSIC CLASSES BOOST
SELF-ESTEEM WHILE LEARNING LESSONS,
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LET YOUR KIDS’ SPEECH
  BE BETTER THAN

SILENCE
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FOR KIDS
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